Abstract: Chip temperature and energy consumption become one of the most critical design issues with technology scaling to nanometre-scale, especially for NoC systems with large number of cores and shrunken core size. To balance the temperature and energy consumption on NoC-based multi-cores system, this paper proposes an efficient NoC mapping approach in which the hyper-heuristic algorithm based on genetic operators (HAGO) is the core of this approach. Compared to simulated annealing algorithm and genetic algorithm, HAGO demonstrates a faster convergence speed and excellent stability. Experimental results show that our proposed mapping approach can make a better balance between energy consumption and temperature, which reduces the peak temperature from 365.2 K to 352 K and only increases the energy consumption by 1.12%.
Introduction
Network-on-chips (NoC) have emerged as one of the best ways to connect cores on present and future SoCs. To reduce the energy consumption of NoC, those cores which have the larger communication volume with each other will be put together. However the ever increasing energy consumption and transistor density bring severe thermal problem for embedded NoC-based systems [1] . As feature size shrinks, thermal coupling between neighbouring cores will dramatically increase. Researches indicate that, in the steady state, the thermal coupling may increase up to 65% in the 15 nm feature size [2] . In NoC design, mapping has direct influence on temperature distribution and energy consumption of NoC. Thus, utilizing NoC mapping to balance the temperature distribution and the energy consumption is an efficient way.
Many researchers have done lots of work on power-aware mapping and thermal-aware mapping. Some are based on heuristic algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing algorithm (SA), Particle Swarm algorithm (PS) and so on [3, 4, 5] . The others are based on specialized algorithms for NoC mapping [6, 7, 8] . Most of them are designed for single-objective optimization and a few researches are about the co-optimization of reliability, Energy, performance or temperature [6, 9, 10] . But all these mapping algorithms are designed for a certain topology or a certain application and achieve good performance. Because the characteristic of topology and application have direct influence on the mapping strategy. When the topologies or application is changed, the performance of the mapping algorithm may degrade. However, the topologies and routing algorithms for NoC are different from one to another in various application scenarios. Especially for NoC-based reconfigurable architectures, the configuration of processing elements (PEs) functions and the interconnections are dynamically changed to obtain high flexibility. Therefore, it is necessary to propose an application mapping approach can handle diverse topologies and applications to satisfy the requirement of reconfigurable systems.
In this paper, we proposed a hyper-heuristic algorithm based on genetic operators (HAGO) which can select suitable operators based on topologies and applications during the NoC mapping process, automatically. Based on this algorithm, an efficient NoC mapping approach is proposed for the co-optimization of temperature and energy consumption. The proposed approach can balance temperature and the energy consumption with fast convergence speed and excellent stability.
Mapping approach
An overview of our proposed mapping approach for co-optimization of temperature and energy consumption is presented in Fig. 1 . In our approach, greedy algorithm is applied to achieve the initial population with "good" chromosome and the traditional genetic algorithm is employed as the low-level algorithm where selection, crossover and mutation are still the main operations to produce offspring populations. The evaluation of temperature and energy consumption is based on the models mentioned in section 3. During the iteration, the suitable genetic operators are chosen based on the reward mechanism, intelligently.
Model description
To formulate the problem, we refer to [6, 7] and define the following terminologies.
The Application Characteristic Graph (APCG): The application is modelled as a directed graph GðC; AÞ, where each vertex c i 2 C represents an intellectual property (IP) core, each edge a ij 2 A represents the communication between c i and c j , and the weight of each edge v ij indicates the communication volume on edge a ij .
The Architecture Characterization Graph (ARCG): The NoC architecture is modelled as a directed graph GðT; LÞ, where each vertex t i 2 T represents one tile which includes a router r i , a network interface and a position of IP cores. And the edges l ij 2 L represents the physical link between router r i and r j . The bandwidth of the link between router r i and r j , which is the weight of the edge l ij , is denoted by Bðl i;j Þ. Fig. 2 shows the examples of APCG and ARCG.
Problem formulation
Based on APCG and ARCG, the NoC mapping problem is to assign the IP cores onto the tiles of the NoC to minimize the energy consumption and the temperature and it can be described as follows:
Subject to 
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where f co ðEnergy; TemperatureÞ represents the overall evaluation of the NoC mapping results. mapðc i Þ is the mapping result of core c i , or in other word, mapðc i Þ represents that the core c i is mapped onto a tile of the NoC which is belong to T. Bðl m;n Þ is the bandwidth of link l m;n and v i;j is the communication volume between core c i to c j . And p i;j is the routing path from core c i to core c j in the NoC. In this paper, p i;j is calculated based on the X-Y dimension-ordered routing function which sends packet along the X-dimension first, followed by the Y-dimension. And f l ðl m;n ; p i;j Þ represents whether the link l m;n is used when core c i communicates with core c j , which is referring to [11] .
where Linkðp i;j Þ is a set of links that will be used when core c i communicates with core c j in the NoC. In this paper, the objective function includes both energy consumption and temperature. However, the importance of energy consumption and temperature is different when different applications are mapped onto different systems. Because of this, a weight parameter 2 ½0; 1 is introduced and the overall evaluation of a mapping pattern f co ðEnergy; TemperatureÞ can be expressed as
where N E and N T are the normalized energy consumption and temperature, respectively.
Energy model
In this paper, the routing technology for NoCs is wormhole-based. Because the NoC mapping mainly influences the communication energy of the NoC, we narrowly use energy to refer to communication energy in this paper. In order to estimate the communication energy of the NoC, the concept of the bit energy [12] is introduced. E ij represents the energy consumption of transporting one bit data from core c i to core c j and is given by
where hops i;j is the number of hops that a data takes from source c i to destination c j , or the number of links that it traverses. And E lbit and E Rbit represent the energy consumed by transmitting one bit data through a link and a router, respectively. Base on Eq. (7), the average communication energy E av is
where v i;j is the communication volume between core c i to c j . In this paper, the bit energy values for the link and the router is set to 0.449 pJ and 4.171 pJ, respectively according to [5] .
Temperature model
The hotspot in NoC chip has dramatic impacts on circuit behaviour which breaks thermal balance and increases the delay, leakage current etc. Therefore, eliminating hotspot to achieve thermal balance is as important as minimizing the energy consumption when mapping the IP cores [13] . Because the spatial thermal decays exponentially with the Euclidean distance [14] , the temperature model is proposed as follows:
where TempðxÞ is the temperature of the point x in the NoC and k is the heat conductivity of the material. P ci and P rj represent the power consumed by core c i and router r j , respectively. And n and m are the number of cores and routers. A ci and A rj means the area of core c i and router r j , respectively. d
Operator pool
The operator pool consists of 64 combinations of 4 selection operators, 4 crossover operators and 4 mutation operators which are standard genetic operators referring to [15] . A set of genetic operators includes a selection operator, a crossover operator and a mutation operator. During the iterative process, the weights of operators are updated based on reward mechanism and the different combination of genetic operator is selected to produce offspring populations.
Reward mechanism
One of the most important parts of the hyper-heuristic is the "Reward" mechanism, which is responsible for choosing the suitable operators in each iterative optimization process. The "Reward" mechanism scores operators based on a combination of two different measures. The first measure f 1 records the previous performance of each individual operator.
where F i ðnÞ is the value of the objective function f co ðEnergy; TemperatureÞ of individual i at the n-th iteration and F i ðn À 1Þ is the value of the objective function f co ðEnergy; TemperatureÞ of individual i at the (n-1)-th iteration. The second measure f 2 corresponds to the time elapsed since each operator was last selected by the operator selection function. 
where t 0 op is the time that the selected operator was last selected, and t op is the present time that the operator is selected. Based on a combination of f 1 and f 2 , we proposed the "Reward" function f Re ðnÞ.
where β is a coefficient which can adjust the increase rate of f Re ðnÞ, N is the total number of iterations, n means the number of iterations already completed. In this paper, β is set to 1. Because the difficulty in obtaining a better result is increasing with the number of iterations increasing, we use a nonlinear increasing function e 1=ðNþ1ÀnÞ to increase the weight of "Reward" with the number of iterations increasing. According to the "Reward" mechanism, all genetic operators are assigned with "1" as the initial weight. The weight of operator is changed as soon as it is selected and its performance is evaluated according to formula (12).
Proposed algorithm
Based on the operator pool and reward mechanism, a hyper-heuristic algorithm based on genetic operators (HAGO) is proposed. In the initial function, a parent population with "good" chromosome is obtained by the greedy algorithm which puts the cores with bigger communication volume together as far as possible. In the mapping function, the offspring population is created by different genetic operators which are selected based on reward mechanism. Because the offspring individuals may have duplicate genes after the crossover and mutation operators, the duplicate genes in the offspring individuals is corrected to make sure the offspring individuals are valid. After a lot of iterations, the best individual is selected from the population to get the near-to-optimal mapping result. The pseudo code of the proposed algorithm is shown below. Select a new set of operators which has the largest weight 23: EndWhileg 24: Obtain the near-to-optimal mapping result
Experimental results
To verify the stability and the convergence speed of the algorithm we proposed, Random Algorithm (Rand), simulated annealing algorithm (SA) [4] , Genetic Algorithm (GA) [16] and HAGO are implemented, respectively. The target applications include MPEG-4 decoder (MPEG-4) and Video Objective Plane Decoder (VOPD) which are often used to test the efficiency of NoC designs, and Rand1 (4X5) and Rand2 (5X5) which are generated by Task Graphs For Free (TGFF) [17] . Because the HAGO is designed to select proper operators for different applications or topologies, it is compared to those genetic algorithms with the best set of operators for certain topology and application. The best set of genetic operators for different applications and topologies are shown in Table II . The testing process is completed in MATLAB R2008a and the number of iterations is set to 1000. Fig. 3 is the overall evaluation of mapping results for different applications and different topologies. In Fig. 3(a) , the topology is mesh and α is set to 0.5. In Fig. 3(b) , the application is VOPD and α is 0.5. Fig. 3 shows that the performance of mapping algorithms may degrade when application or topology is changed, such as SA [4] has a bad performance when the application is VOPD or Rand1, GA [16] has a bad performance when the topology is Ring or Spider. The genetic algorithm with the best set of operators have the best performance among these algorithm. However the best set of operators is not fixed, as we can see from Table II . When the application or topology is changed, the performance of the GA with the best of operators will degrade. Although the proposed HAGO do not get the best mapping result, it can dynamically finds the best set of operators and get a second best mapping result. Table III shows the number of operators used by HAGO for different application or topology during the mapping procedure, which also shows the effectiveness of HAGO. In order to verify the validity of HAGO, we choose a realistic multimedia and wireless communication SoC called D26_media [18] which has 26 modules as the target application to test the algorithm. The APGC of D26_media is depicted in Fig. 4 . The torus is chosen as the topology of NoC and the size of it is set to 5X6, which must be bigger than the number of modules. Fig. 5 shows the temperature distribution which is obtained by hotspot [19] when the power is the optimization target ( ¼ 1) and the temperature is the optimization target ( ¼ 0), respectively. We can see from these two figures that the peak temperature is reduced effectively and the temperature distribution is more uniform when the temperature is the optimization target. But the energy consumption is increased by 25.7%.
To balance the energy consumption and temperature, we set the weight parameter of overall evaluation α to 0.5. Fig. 6 is the temperature distribution of the mapping result which we can see the peak temperature is reduced from 365.2 K to 352 K and the temperature distribution is more uniform. Compared to the mapping result when the optimization target is energy consumption, the energy consumption Mesh  VOPD  S3  C3  M1  GA_TV  Torus  VOPD  S2  C4  M1  GA_RV  Ring  VOPD  S3  C3  M3  GA_SV  Spider  VOPD  S2  C3  M2  GA_MM  Mesh  MPEG4  S1  C4  M1  GA_MR1  Mesh  Rand1  S4  C2  M4  GA_MR2 Mesh Rand2 S1 C2 M1 is only increased by 1.21%. Fig. 7 shows the final mapping result for D26_media. Because the size of the topology is larger than that of D26_media, there are four nodes which are set as transit nodes. In this figure, the different line widths represent the relative volume of traffic. The volume of traffic is calculated based on the X-Y dimension-ordered routing algorithm. In this paper, a hyper-heuristic algorithm based on genetic operators (HAGO) for NoC mapping is proposed. We test HAGO from different views and the experimental results show that HAGO is able to produce highly optimized results by selecting the suitable operators during the NoC mapping process. Compared to Rand, SA and GA, our algorithm has a faster convergence speed and demonstrates the excellent stability. And as the NoC scales up to large sizes, the superiority of our proposed becomes even more significant. And the experimental results show our proposed mapping approach can get a better optimal mapping result which balances the energy consumption and temperature. For future work, the irregular topologies should be included in the algorithm. Other than the metrics as energy consumption and temperature, other metrics, such as delay and reliability can also be included in the co-optimization model.
